
DRAFT OF MINUTES FOR NEADC INFORMAL WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5, 2002 
Hosted by Barry Rabinovitz and Angela Ponte in Quincy, MA

Present: Maryhelen Shuman-Groh, Bryce Flynn, Anna Krowczynska, Peter McCarthy, Scott Bortis, Jim Carozza, Al Bozza, Alicia Lenci.
Absent: Steve Groh, Veronica Atlantis, Vice President (VACANT)	

BUSINESS

	The letter from NEAq was read concerning serious incident with a club member during the GOT   

                    dive. Maryhelen reviewed Article II, Section B of the Constitution and Part III, Dive Rules, Section A 
                    and B of the By-Laws. 
	       A letter will be send to the party involved, by a certified mail, giving him an opportunity to respond    
                    and appear in front of the Board to explain the events. Deadline for response is 14 days. 
                    Moved to accept: Bryce Flynn. Seconded: Scott Bortis. Voted unanimously.           	
 IMAX MEETING at new Simons Theater on June 18th.  Please send RSVP, only few people responded we need to know a head count since we are sharing this event with other organization.
Alicia and Scott volunteered to help with registration before the event; Al is in charge of flyers. For the GOT dive raffle: cards will be collected at the entrance; drawing to be announced by Peter McCarthy inside IMAX theater and membership cards given back at the exit after the movie.  All other announcements will be before movie in the lobby. 
ANNUAL PICNIC 
Paperwork processed and fees paid for Fort Getty for Saturday, August 24th.  
Board members are expected to show up before 10 am and help with tasks and also helped with shopping a week before. Al will provide a grill.
Al volunteered Wendy to provide tickets. They will include all the information for picnic on the front and directions to Fort Getty on the back.
Activities - Maryhelen sent an e-mail to Tom Kemper asking him to coordinate seining activity again which is very popular with families with kids.  We have a crate of raffle goodies that Dick Whitehouse has been putting together.  
We need Menu coordination and shopping crew.
		Vegetarian selections - Laura Coldwell-Stewart has been asked to coordinate
		Meat
		Rolls
		Side Dishes
		Condiments
		Munchies
		Beverages
ATTENDANCE
Maryhelen reminded that we’ve passed an attendance requirement to qualify for the 2003 GOT dives.  Steve Groh never planned to qualify (not like he hasn’t been in a few times), Maryhelen will return her dive to the club for future raffle. Veronica knows that she is running.
HOLIDAY PARTY
Set for Friday, December 13th at 7 or 8 p.m.  Deposit for hall has been paid and Veronica is working on menu and entertainment.
POND WEED DIVE May 11, 2002.
Five divers from our club attended. Anna had written report for the recent Newsletter. Alicia was contacted again by organizers about attending more events that are being planned. She had a very strong feelings about it. In her opinion participating once in the event is enough, she also had couple problems with May weed pulling. First, we had been cleaning cove that has not public access, second organizers are keep changing rules for the ruffling off the Grand Price. She also pointed out that if organizers want divers to participate, they should compensate them for a wear and tear on equipment. Also, she pointed out that is hard to be enthusiastic about cleaning pond in which no one dives. She prefers to clean the ocean in which we all dive.
STELLWAGEN EVENT July 20th - GAFC dives announced. No updates
CLOTHING
Caps very well received.  Sold a bunch at meeting. Plans were made for the reorder. Carolyn brought the clothing samples which Club had purchased.

OFFICER REPORTS:
	      Peter sent the design for the Dive Leaders T-shirt to the Wear Guard. Sample 
                   are expected  next week.
	      Al, Jim and Alicia were talking how incredible was the Dolphin Trip ( and had 
                   Photographs to probe it )
                  	
Meeting Adjourned:  8:45 pm 


